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Abstract. Process mining is a relatively new field that encompasses powerful data and process analytics techniques for understanding processes from event data. In addition to these main techniques, it provides means enabling a pictorial representation of the occurrence of events over time. By applying such visualizations to event data from Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) environments, we get a complete understanding of how certain activities take place within such environments over time. Particularly, given the increasing interests in learning paradigms present in FLOSS communities, we believe that a temporal visual representation of learning events can yield great benefits. In this paper, we make use of the dotted chart in process mining to model and present a representation of learning behaviours over time for FLOSS participants.
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1 Introduction

A considerable number of studies have provided critical insights pertaining to the existing opportunities and knowledge exchange in Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) environments [2,5,8,13,24]. Some of these studies establish FLOSS communities as environments where successful collaborative and participatory learning between participants occurs [3,5,13]. These insights highlighting the potential of providing practical programming skills to FLOSS participants, have paved a way for a possible new education paradigm. This paradigm suggests incorporating participation in FLOSS projects as a requirement for some software engineering courses [8,12,14,25,26]. A number of pilot studies have been conducted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of such an approach in traditional settings of learning [3,12,14,22,25,26].

On the basis of such developments, an additional number of experiments have been conducted to provide empirical evidence with regards to how learning really occurs in FLOSS environments [6,7,16,20]. This evidence suggests that the learning process in FLOSS environments occurs in 3 phases: Initiation, Progression and Maturation [18,19,21]. A description of these phases is provided through modeling and process maps using process mining [18,20].
Although such a description is critical in laying the foundational ingredients, we believe that a more visual representation depicting learning activities and patterns can solidify evidence for the existence of learning opportunities in FLOSS communities. Therefore, in this paper we make use of the data and process visualisation technique in process mining [23] in order to provide a temporal visual distribution of learning events in Openstack [9]. The significance of such an approach is twofold. First, it helps provide insights on the level of commitment form learning participants. Secondly, it provides insights with regards to the intensity of learning activities occurring in these environments.

The reminder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview on FLOSS repositories as learning environments; in Section 3 we describe learning processes in FLOSS communities; Section 4 provides a short description of our dataset as well as the dotted chart used to visualize it. Section 5 provides the results of our experiments and in Section 6 we discuss the results and conclude our study.

2 FLOSS Repositories as Learning Environments

A lot can be said in this section as ascertained and evidenced by ongoing projects as well as research findings from [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 24]. We opt to consider an interesting aspect of findings within the context of the FLOSScom project [6, 7] to exemplify a case where FLOSS repositories have been proved to be learning environments.

In this project, the investigators specifically focused on the analysis of informal learning in these communities [7]. The results of this study are based on a survey where 350 participants were asked to fill a questionnaire on skills acquired in FLOSS. The results indicate that there are 12 levels (cohorts) of professional expertise that testified to have learned something in FLOSS. There is an indication of a learning curve among the young cohorts as their learning process is gradual and expanding through skills improvements for different categories of skill set. This learning curve progressively starts initially with social skills when they express their opinions and interact with each other [2]. Results also indicate that the semi-experienced participants significantly increase their skills like the first cohort but with a special mention in programming skills [6, 7, 15]. The cohort of experienced participants demonstrates similar skills improvements but they also excel in managerial and legal skills.

These results indicate that participants in FLOSS communities acquire skills differently because of their professional background and experience. More importantly, young community members with no professional experience agree that FLOSS communities provide an adequate learning environment that provides for an informal but very comprehensive curriculum capable of making them full-fledged computer programmers, coordinators and activists [15].

We thus emphasize that the skills acquisition for FLOSS community members occurs while participating and performing a number of activities taking place in FLOSS repositories. FLOSS repositories such as CVS, Bug reports, mailing
archives, Internet relay chats etc., contain all traces of participants' activities as they work in these environments. During this process, FLOSS participants can post questions to mailing or discussions forums, review submitted pieces of software, debug code and report bugs etc.

3 Learning Processes in FLOSS Environments

The bulk of reports on FLOSS members’ profiling have found that FLOSS members in these communities hold different roles that define their responsibilities and participation in the community activities. These include testers, debuggers, project managers, co-developers and the core developers that make up the core development team. Among these roles, project initiators and the core development team remain at the heart of any development project in the community. This is made up of a small number of developers while the rest of contributors, referred to as the enhanced team, perform additional tasks such as feature suggestions, testing and query handling. Apart from FLOSS participants who play roles with direct impact on FLOSS project, we can also distinguish between passive and active users of FLOSS products. Passive users are observers whose only active role is the mere use of the products. Active users are members of the community who do not necessarily contribute to the project in terms of coding, but whose support is made through testing and bug reporting.

As highlighted by Aberdour, participants increase their involvement in the project through a process of role meritocracy. This implies that passive users could move from their state of passiveness to active users, bug reporters until they possibly become part of the core team. All these roles represent crucial contributions required for the overall project quality. However, in FLOSS environments, moving to a higher state is regarded as a reward and recognition of members’ abilities and contributions. Additionally, such role migration is also seen as moving to a higher skill level exemplifying how new skills are developed in these environments.

Hence, it has been proposed that a typical learning process in FLOSS occurs in three main phases: Initiation, Progression and Maturation. In every phase, a number of activities are executed between Novices and Experts. A Novice is considered as any participant in quest of knowledge while the knowledge provider is referred to as the Expert. Due to constraints related to space limitations in this paper, we illustrate only the initiation phase as depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

Principal activities gravitate around observing and making contacts in the Initiation Phase of the learning process. Ideally, this step constitutes an opportunity for the Novice to ask questions and get some help depending on the requests while the Expert intervenes at this point to respond to such requests. On the one hand, when a Novice seeks help, he/she can execute a number of activities. These include FormulateQuestion, IdentifyExpert, PostQuestion, CommentPost or PostMessage, ContactExpert and SendDetailedRequest.
On the other hand, the main activities as undertaken by the Expert during the same period of time include ReadMessages on the mailing lists/Chat messages, ReadPost from forums, ReadSourceCode as any participant commits code to the project, or CommentPost, ContactNovice and CommentPost.
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Fig. 1: Learning Process Model for Novice in Initiation Phase

4 Visualization of OpenStack Learning Event Data with the Dotted Chart

The FLOSS platform used in this analysis is OpenStack [9]. According to Wikipedia, “OpenStack is a free and open-source software cloud computing software platform. Users primarily deploy it as an infrastructure as a service (IaaS) solution. The technology consists of a series of interrelated projects that control pools of processing, storage, and networking resources throughout a data center—which users manage through a web-based dashboard, command-line tools, or a RESTful API that is released under the terms of the Apache License” [27].

We considered this platform mainly due to the availability of data needed for our analysis and also because it is still an active platform. This database is
made up of 7 tables that store data pertaining to compressed files (source_code file, bugs), the mailing lists as per group discussions and topic of interests, the number of messages exchanged as well as details of the individuals involved in these exchanges. This repository contains exactly 54762 emails exchanged between 3117 people who are registered on 15 different mailing lists. These emails were sent during a period of time spanning from 2010 to 2014. The first message recorded (the very first email sent) was at 10:34:23 on the 11th of November 2010 while the last email considered was sent at 12:16:22 on the 6th of May 2014. The length of the messages considered is of typical email length specifically with an average of 3261 characters, the longest email was of 65535 characters and the shortest message yields a single character length [15]. This dataset (mailing archive) will be used to look at the first and second phases of the learning process.
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Fig. 2: Learning Process Model in Initiation Phase

In order to obtain a complete analysis for the third phase of the learning process, we will consider the code repository. This dataset contains information directly pertaining to commits, submitted codes as well as description and comments on the submitted code. This database is made up of 13 tables that we have considered. These tables contain data about the actions undertaken by de-
developers, the pieces of codes (branches) as they commit them, the commit lines, files, their copies, the domains appropriate for these commits, the tags and their revisions, the projects as well as the people involved in these actions [15]. This repository contains exactly 93584 source code files that are reported to be committed. This is achieved by 2677 people. These people performed a number of actions and these among to 425744 on about 210 projects as reported. The files submitted are of 75441 types. This piece of information was particularly used to identify whether a file committed was documentation, user manual or patch or even any general source file. These bugs were reported during a period of time spanning from 2010 to 2014. About 131556 messages can be identified as they pertain to the committed files. The first message recorded was at 23:05:26 on the 27th of May 2010 while the last message included in this analysis was sent at exactly at 12:27:48 on the 6th of May 2014 [15].

The dotted chart is a discovery technique in process mining [23] that provides a graphically representation of a process as it occurs over time. The chart enables the user to get invaluable insights pertaining to how events have occurred in relation to each other over the process lifespan. Providing a helicopter view of the events data in a process, it is an interesting technique that gives critical hints pertaining to the performance of a process based on the time requirement [23]. A dotted chart, much like a Gantt chart, plots event data over time. On the chart, every dot represents a single event in a process occurring at a specific time. It has two orthogonal dimensions: a time and component dimensions [23]. The time is measured along the horizontal axis, while on the vertical axis, any component (instance, originator, case if, etc) pertaining to an event is represented.

In general, with such a temporal visual representation, one can identify variations in terms of duration in the way certain events occur etc. In our case, such a spread of learning events is crucial in providing insights regarding both the level of commitment of learning participants and the intensity of the learning cycle.

5 Results

We make use of the latest version of the dotted chart to visualize data about learning processes. Although we, already performed a series of analysis on the same dataset in [13][20][21], this additional perspective is critical as it not only enriches evidentiary learning considerations in FLOSS communities, it also simplifies the representation of learning patterns in these communities. We set to look at two specific things: the level of commitment learning participants exhibit throughout the process lifespan and the overall intensity related to learning therein.

These two factors are critical in light of current trends for learning behaviours in Massive Open Online Course (MOOCs). Analysis in such environments has demonstrated that students usually start strong and that the level of commitment decreases over time [17] [16]. This trend is a typical characteristic of the level of commitment from students, which eventually expresses their motivation
and interests. Hence, the results of such an analysis in FLOSS would provide interesting observations that are crucial to the value and reputation of FLOSS environments as learning environments.

We set our parameters (dimensions) as the participants (active people performing activities) versus the time at which they performed those activities. Hence, the horizontal axis represents the time point at which learning participants on the vertical axis executed a learning activity. The resulting dotted charts are given in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The figures (visualizations) respectively represent the learning trends for both the Novice and Expert in the Initiation, Progression and Maturation of the learning process.

Fig. 3: Temporal Visualization of Novice’s Learning Activities during Initiation Phase on Mailing Archives where each dot represents a learning activity

6 Discussion and Conclusion

A number of studies on FLOSS environments have laid a foundation regarding the potential for the existence of learning opportunities in these communities. However, we believe that more could be done in terms of providing additional empirical evidence and visualizations for learning processes in these environments.

Therefore, in this paper we set to make use of a powerful process mining discovery technique called dotted chart in order to provide a temporal visual representation of activities and learning patterns as they occur over time. We made use of the datasets provided through the Openstack platform and we sought to verify two important factors. Firstly, we wanted to get some indications pertaining to the level of commitment from learning participants throughout the learning process. Secondly, we also wanted to get insights with regards to the intensity of learning activities occurring in these environments. The motivation for
Fig. 4: Temporal Visualization of Expert’s Learning Activities during Initiation Phase on Mailing Archives where each dot represents a learning activity.

Fig. 5: Temporal Visualization of Novice’s Learning Activities during Progression Phase on Mailing Archives where each dot represents a learning activity.
Fig. 6: Temporal Visualization of Expert’s Learning Activities during Progression Phase on Mailing Archives where each dot represents a learning activity.

Fig. 7: Temporal Visualization of Novice’s Learning Activities during Maturation Phase on Mailing Archives where each dot represents a learning activity.
an analysis predicated on these factors is inspired by the current trends on learning behaviours in MOOCs. Studies suggest that in MOOCs, only a very small percentage of students complete the course in spite of having a large number of students enrolling and performing some activities in the first days.

Our results indicate that, in contrast to the trends in MOOCs, learning is sustainable in FLOSS environments. Looking at Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, we can almost consistently notice that as the learning participants (Novice and Expert) engage in the learning process, instead of reducing their participation in learning activities, on the contrary, the level of commitment increases. One can notice that as the Novice acquires new knowledge, the learning atmosphere is intensified as evidenced by the multitude of events in which the Novice is involved in across the 3 phases.

We can, therefore, say that FLOSS environments provide sustainable and consistent opportunities for people to learn new skills and this occurs pretty consistently from the first to the last phase. Our results provide interesting insights that lay the ground for future exploration and introspection into analysis of the level of intensity and learning participation in FLOSS environments.
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